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RFP RENDERINGS
LED VIDEO DISPLAY ASSET DETAIL

- **FACE ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTERS.**
- **.125” ALUMINUM DECORATIVE ACCENT. PAINTED PANTONE 877 C (SILVER).**
- **SPEAKER ENCLOSURE TENSION ULTRAFLEX SYSTEMS 7oz. FLOOD COATED BLACK MATTE SPEAKER MESH**
- **.125” ALUMINUM 3” PERIMETER SURROUND PAINTED SW 6991 BLACK MAGIC.**
- **LED VIDEO DISPLAY.**
- **FACE ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTERS.**
- **STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS PAINTED SW 6991 BLACK MAGIC.**
- **CATWALKS/AUDIO RACKS PAINTED SW 6991 BLACK MAGIC.**
- **PRINTED TENSION MESH (BLACK BACK).**
LED VIDEO DISPLAY ASSET DETAIL

ELEVATION REAR
1" = 10'-0"

TENSION EXTRUSION
SIGNCOMP OR SIMILAR
FRAME: #2090, COVER: #2091
PAINTED SW 6991 BLACK MAGIC

TENSION GRAPHIC FACE

NON-ILLUMINATED SIGNAGE DETAIL

NTS
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LED VIDEO DISPLAY 33'-0" H X 75'-2" W
EXTENDED FIELDHOUSE RIBBON
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FIELD LEVEL RIBBON (TYPICAL OF FOUR)
FIELD LEVEL RIBBON (TYPICAL OF FOUR)